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Dear Sir, 
 

Please allow us to take this opportunity to introduce our company HYDAM International, a trading arm of 
Hydam Development, USA. We represent global and prestigious companies like Responsive Vinyl Flooring, 
Object Carpet from Germany, Parquet Flooring from Stocl Austria, Intec Raised Flooring from Italy, 
Vinyl Wallcovering from Newmor UK, GRANDE FORGE-France, Microlatch from Australia and 
Construction Specialties International Inc., USA., 
 

VINYL FLOORING – RESPONSIVE : Hardwearing, easy to maintain vinyl flooring having a wide range 
of colors & patterns it offers great design possibilities. Be it hospitals, schools, offices, laboratories, factories, 
airports, retail outlets, hotels, kitchens or residential areas for years Responsive has been providing flooring 
solutions and maintaining customer satisfaction. 
 

C/S GROUP is a manufacturer of specialist architectural and interior finishes that are commonly used in 
modern commercial buildings. For the past 50 years C/S has been satisfying customers all around the globe 
with the following innovative products.  
 

� Acrovyn Wall Protections :- Handrails, Crash rails, Bumper guards, Corner guards. 
� Expansion Joint Covers : for floor, wall, ceiling, façade, roof and parking structures.  
� WallGlaze : Hygienic and Durable Performance coating systems.  
� PediSystems :- Entrance flooring systems, High performance Entrance mats. 
Plus Cubicle Curtain track system, Sun control, Airfoils and Louvers  
 

"GRANDE FORGE", the vivid tradition of artistic forging presents a collection of wrought iron grills, 
wrought iron balustrades, cast iron gates, artistic cast iron railings, interior forgings and also components in 
forged iron and brass. GRANDE FORGE consists of a highly qualified team of professionals producing 
exclusive ornamental metal components of a superior quality. 
 

MICROLATCH  :- Wireless Fingerprint Locking System. 
 

WALL COVERING :- Extensive range of durable and aesthetic wall covering solutions. 
 

RAISED ACCESS FLOORING – offered in different variations of aluminum & steel sheeting in different 
materials like high density wood core/chipboard panels, fibre reinforced calcium sulphate and steel box panels 
with various floor coverings like vinyl, linoleum, carpet, HPL laminate & Parquet.  
 

BASEMENT PARKING PROTECTION SYSTEM : Range of rubber corner guards, wall guards, speed 
humps, kerb and wheel stoppers in various dimensions to suit individual requirements. 
 

Please advise if you need any assistance for your ongoing and future projects. We would be glad to oblige with 
literature, catalogues, samples and technical information. 
 

We thank you for your kind attention and look forward to assisting in your inquiries. 
 

Kind Regards,    
 
 
 
Imran Farooqui 
Regional Manager 


